We suggest other decays which can more effectively identify the effect of rotational motion and presence of the magnetic field, compared to Λ,Λ hyperon decayse used so far.
Both (i) rotation of the fireball and (ii) the presence of the magnetic field at greezeout stage of heavy ion collisions has been discussed before. In particular, while partial capture of the initial strong pulse of magnetic field by electric currents in QGP has been discussed by Tuchin [1] and others, yet there is no consensus on possible magnitude of the field at frezzeout.
The first measurements which produced non-zero results have recently been reportted by STAR collaboration at RHIC [2] using self-analysing weak decays of Λ andΛ hyperons and the fact that reaction plane direction for each event is (with certain resolution) known. Let us mention few important qualitative features of their data: (a) The average magnitude of the effect is at P av = 2−3% level, increasing toward smaller collisions energy (b) All data points show systematically that the effect is noticeably larger forΛ than for Λ, by about ∆P ≈ 1%.
Let us take as a working hypothesis for further discussion that the average effect (a) is cause by rotation and the difference (b) by the magnetic field, reflecting the opposite charge and magnetic moment ofΛ . (There can of course be other detector-related reasons for such a difference, which we for now would ignore.)
This leads to estimates of the rotational frequency ω and bagnetic field B ω = 2T tanh
where we used the numbers mentioned above, the usual ( ω J) rotational energy and J Λ = 1/2. Our suggestion is that one can use wider variety of the decays to measure both contributions.
Measurements of the magnetic field can be better done with particles posessing larger magnetic moment, than Lambda hyperons. We propose for this role ∆ ++ resonance: its magnetic moment
is nearly an order of magnitude larger than
and so, potentially, the polarization can perhaps be at the level of 10%, if our working hypothesis is true. If not, it will provide the upper limit on B at freezeout, which of great interest by itself. Rotation can be more conveniently measured by decays of hadrons with zero magnetic moments, such as e.g.
which also have J = 1, 3/2, two and three times larger than J Λ = 1/2. In particular, the last decay should be compared to
we considered above as the one most sensitive to magnetic field. Unlike theΛ − Λ comparison, the ∆ 0 − ∆ ++ pair does not suffer from large difference in statistics and misidentifications, associated with rareΛ species. Since ∆ resonance has been studied by STAR collaboration previously, by identifyng invariant mass peak on top of combinatorial background, what remains to be done is to correlate the decay vectors with the event plane. To avoid mixing with the directed flows of ∆, the decay direction should of course be determined in its rest frame.
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